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Data visualisation off-the-screen

We’re used to these kinds of ‘data visualisations’:

Or these...

But to look selectively at the definition of data:

“facts...collected together for reference or analysis.
 synonyms: details, particulars, material...”

- google definitions

“items of information...
 philosophy: any fact assumed to be a matter of 
       direct observation.”

- dictionary.reference.com

To me, a data visualisation is:

many small pieces, each with a value or meaning in 
itself, displayed in relation to one another or as one 
whole

visually, anything you want it to be under the above 
definition

3D data visualisation:

“Weather Tower” by Lab[au]
 The 4,200 windows of the Dexia Tower in Brussels tell tomor-
row’s weather forecast. It displays temperature, cloudiness, 
precipitation, and wind via different colours and patterns. By 
collaborating with the Royal Meteorological Institute of Bel-
gium, this is a real-time data visualisation.

And another, quite literally:

“201 days” by Katie Lewis
 Each section of an invisible grid on a wall correlates to a 
specific part of Lewis’ body. Whenever she felt a sensation, she 
mapped it out with pins/thread and dated it. Visually, Lewis 
wanted to acknowledge science and medicine’s diagrammatic repre-
sentations of the human body as a specimen.

Still understandable:

“Helix” by Frank Lantz, Kevin Slavin and others...
 Each player sends in a saliva sample to be analysed and visu-
alised across a 50-card deck. The cards are then to be used in a 
trading game. 
 

 “Customised down to 
the most detailed level, 
the deck becomes a liter-
al, pocket-sized copy of 
genetic code...the deck 
allows players to become 
shadow versions of them-
selves, with all their 
genetic cards on the ta-
ble, and in the game, as 
in reality, life depends 
on how the cards are 
played, not which cards 
are dealt.”

 “...I create distance from the information and 
objectivy the experience, giving a false sense that 
the body is accessible and easily understood.”

More cryptic:

“Doodlebuzz” by Brendan Dawes
 Headlines are tied to doodles which users draw themselves. 
When the headlines are shown, more doodling is needed to delve 
deeper into that subject, see related topics, etc. This way of 
presenting information “gives rise to unexpected connections be-
tween news items.” 

 “Data by itself is not enough, data needs poetry,” Brendan Dawes TED talk: 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUxBM03qHSs

Also using type:

“Looking Closer” and one of the “Harlem Documents” by 
Cavan Huang
 “Looking Closer” uses cut and arranged type in varing weights 
and sizes from museum stubs, whilst the “Harlem Documents” use 
type from a seris of essays which are cut/transferred/letter-
pressed into a visualisation.

The real objects instead of their ‘data’ representations:

“Black River” by El Anatsui

“Waste Not” by Song Dong

“The Hotel”
by Sophie Calle

“The Things We Keep” 
by Christian Svanes Kolding

“Blue Bloom”
by Michael Eden

And finally, getting really creepy:

“PostSecret” by Frank Warren
 Warren left 3,000 postcards in public places, requesting that 
whoever picked one up mail him a secret...”Slowly,” he says, 
“secrets began to find their way to my mailbox.” Collecting in-
formation in this way was unpredictable and at times proved fun-
ny, shocking, or just creepy. In 10 years, he has received more 
than half a million ‘secrets’ and several apps have been made, 
extending from his original site:

 http://postsecret.com/ 

 ‘Half a million secrets’ TED talk by Frank Warren:
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0H1zU2ytxA
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